
All the products (shown here) may not be available at the store. Please contact the staff  
or look at IKEA.sg for more information. For more detailed product information,  
see the pricetag and the Internet. All units require assembly.

One system for different lighting needs
SKENINGE track system makes it easy to customise your lighting. 
Choose any number of tracks and combine them as you like – in a 
straight line, at an angle, or in a T layout. Use different spotlights 
or mix spotlights and pendant lamps. Install the track system in all 
rooms to create ambient lighting, work lighting and accent lighting. 
The system is so flexible that it blends in everywhere - even at the of-
fice, in a store, or in a restaurant.

BUYING GUIDE

GOOD TO KNOW
Maximum electrical load in one 
track system: 3680W

SAFETY
In some countries electrical instal-
lation work may only be carried 
out by an authorised electrical 
contractor. Contact your local 
electricity authority for advice. 

SKENINGE
Track system
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4. Mix spotlights  
 SKENINGE track system includes spotlights of different sizes 
– 7 cm, 9.5 cm and 11 cm. You can add LED bulbs with a nar-
row beam to light up individual details, like a picture, or with 
a wide beam to light up larger areas, like a bookcase. The 
spotlights have a flexible joint which makes it easy to change 
the direction of the light and move them on the track if you 
want to change your lighting. 

5. Combine with your favourite pendant lamp 
 With the pendant connector, you can connect most of our 
pendant lamps to your track system. This means that you 
can combine the light from spotlights and pendant lamps 
and customise your lighting. You can also group your spot-
lights and/or pendant lamps and connect each group to dif-
ferent switches (max 3), so you can turn each group on and 
off separately. See which pendant lamps can be connected to 
the track system on page 5.

1. Create your own lighting system  
Start by thinking about where you want your light and how 
much light you need. You can connect as many tracks and 
spotlights as you like. The maximum electrical load in one 
track is 3680W. Remember that different ceiling materials 
require different fittings. Always choose screws that suit the 
ceiling in your home.

2. Connect to the power supply  
The track system can only be installed in the ceiling. Please 
remember that in some countries electrical installation work 
may only be carried out by an authorised electrical contrac-
tor. Contact your local electricity authority for advice.

3. Add tracks, choose quantity and length  
Tracks can be connected in a straight line, at an angle, or in 
a T layout. Choose the length that suits you. The tracks are 
1 metre long, but can be cut to fit everywhere. Connect two 
tracks with a straight connector. Mount the track system at 
an angle (up to 110°) with an angled connector if you want 
the lighting to continue around a corner. Or mount it as a T 
layout with the 3-way connector. The possibilities are many, 
so you can always customise the system to your home.

HOW TO CHOOSE
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COMBINATIONS
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You can use SKENINGE track system everywhere in the home 
and for all kinds of activities. In a small room like a hallway or a 
dressing room, the track system can provide all the lighting. In 
the living room you can use it to light up your favourite pictures 
or a bookshelf by combining LED bulbs with different light 
beam widths. And if you want light for a specific activity – like 
eating dinner or reading – you can mix spotlights with pendant 

lamps.

With just 3 SKENINGE spotlights, it’s easier for you to find your 
favourite coat, shoes, and hat when you are on the way out. 
Direct a spotlight on the wardrobe, one on the shoe rack, and 
use one to provide general light in the hallway. Choose light 
bulbs with wide beam angles which provide enough lighting to 
easily put on outerwear.
This combination $129.50

Units you need:
Track 203.164.09 1 pc
Power connector 003.164.05 1 pc
LED spotlight 7 cm 403.164.08 3 pcs

You can easily create a cosy reading corner and also light up 
your paintings or other things you like. It doesn’t involve a lot 
of installation, just SKENINGE track and some spotlights. Direct 
light on a bookshelf so you can quickly find a good novel. Light 
up the area around an armchair for reading. When you take a 
break from the book, you can look at the pictures on the wall – 
and reminisce about your own stories.
This combination $239.20

Units you need:
Track 203.164.09 2 pcs
Power connector 003.164.05 1 pc
LED spotlight 9.5 cm 603.164.07 2 pcs
LED spotlight 7 cm 403.164.08 2 pcs
Angled connector 303.164.04 1 pc



COMBINATIONS
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The living room is the centre of a house, so you need light for 
many different activities. Light up your storage, but don’t forget 
the area around the sofa. A pendant lamp over the coffee table 
really brings the room together. Since SKENINGE track system 
is three-phase, you can always decide which lights you want on 
and which ones you want off.
This combination $308.90

Units you need:
Track 203.164.09 3 pcs
Power connector 003.164.05 1 pc
3 way connector 803.164.11 1 pc
Pendant connector 603.164.12 1 pc
LED spotlight 7 cm 403.164.08 2 pcs
LED spotlight 9.5 cm 603.164.07 2 pcs
MELODI pendant lamp 38 cm 103.865.39 1 pc

When you eat dinner with the family or spend time with friends, 
it’s nice with a good mood lighting. Choose two pendant lamps 
which you like, connect them to the lighting system, and dim 
the light. Now the mood is perfect! When you have many 
friends visiting, you can pull out the table and move the lamps 
where you need light, since the pendant connector can be 
moved on the track.
This combination $299

Units you need:
Track 203.164.09 2 pcs
Power connector 003.164.05 1 pc
Angled connector 303.164.04 1 pc
Pendant connector 603.164.12 2 pcs
LED spotlight 9.5 cm 603.164.07 2 pcs
RANARP pendant lamp 23 cm 103.909.61 2 pcs
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SKENINGE LED spotlight, Ø9.5 cm, white. Light bulb sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED light bulb GX53 600 lu-
men. You can easily install the spotlight on your own.

603.164.07 $39.90

SKENINGE LED spotlight, Ø11 cm, white. Light bulb sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED light bulb GX53 1000 lu-
men. You can easily install the spotlight on your own.

803.164.06 $49.90

SKENINGE pendant connector, white. Maximum weight of 
a pendant lamp connected to one (1) pendant connector is 
5 kg. Can only be used with SKENINGE track.

603.164.12 $19.90

SKENINGE track, white, 1m. Included: 1 track, 1 end cap and 
2 ceiling brackets. If you want to extend the track, the part 
that you add must be at least 10 cm. Screws, sold separately. 
Maximum weight: 10 kg/track.

203.164.09 $29.90

SKENINGE power connector, white. Can only be used 
with SKENINGE track. Use a 1.5mm2 conductor cable, not 
included.

003.164.05 $9.90

SKENINGE straight connector, white. Can only be used 
with SKENINGE track system. 

003.164.10 $9.90

SKENINGE angled connector, white. For connecting tracks 
at an angle, up to 110 degrees. Can only be used with 
SKENINGE track system.

303.164.04 $29.90

SKENINGE 3 way connector, white. For connecting tracks 
in a T layout. Can only be used with SKENINGE track system. 
Power supply only possible from one direction. One track 
must be connected at all 3 sides. 

803.164.11 $29.90

SKENINGE LED spotlight, Ø7 cm, white. Light bulb is sold 
separately. IKEA recommends LED light bulb GU10 400 lu-
men. You can easily install the spotlight on your own.

403.164.08 $29.90

ALL PARTS AND PRICES
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COMPLEMENTING PRODUCTS

PENDANT LAMPS
NYMÅNE pendant lamp, 40 cm.

White 104.071.41 $69

Anthracite 404.071.49 $69

VINTERGATA pendant lamp.

203.424.70 $59

KNIXHULT pendant lamp.

Bamboo 404.048.86 $59

FOTO pendant lamp.

38 cm, aluminium 103.907.01 $29.90

38 cm, brass-colour 303.906.77 $29.90

 

GRIMSÅS pendant lamp, 55 cm. 

White 103.647.40 $59

Yellow 604.168.31 $59

HEKTAR pendant lamp. 

22 cm, dark grey 803.903.59 $39.90

IKEA PS 2014 pendant lamp. Ø35 cm. 

35 cm, white 103.832.39 $79

35 cm, white/silver 903.114.94 $79

35 cm, white/yellow 903.613.18 $79

52 cm, white 803.613.09 $149

52 cm, white/silver 203.049.01 $149

52 cm, white/copper-colour 403.049.00 $149

KNAPPA pendant lamp.

White 500.706.51 $49.90

MELODI pendant lamp. 

28 cm, white 603.865.27 $9.90

38 cm, white 103.865.39 $19.90

OTTAVA pendant lamp.

Black 003.613.08 $39.90

Brass-colour 503.943.68 $39.90

RANARP pendant lamp.

38 cm, black 203.909.51 $49.90

38 cm, off-white 203.909.70 $49.90

RANARP pendant lamp.

23 cm, off-white 103.909.61 $39.90

23 cm, black 903.963.89 $39.90

SKYMNINGEN pendant lamp. 

Beige 004.309.72 $119

White 504.258.12 $119

SÖDER pendant lamp. 

Pearls/flowers 701.956.93 $59
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COMPLEMENTING PRODUCTS

SJÖPENNA pendant lamp. 

35 cm, oval 903.962.90 $29.90

SJÖPENNA pendant lamp. 

35 cm, round 003.424.71 $29.90

44 cm, round 603.424.73 $39.90

VÄXJÖ pendant lamp.

38 cm, beige 503.607.64 $39.90

38 cm, blue 603.424.87 $39.90

CORD SETS
HEMMA cord set, 1.8 m. 

White 103.865.77 $5.90
Textile/brass colour 703.543.28 $10

JANUARI cord set with diffuser. 

Nickel-plated 401.217.88 $20

GOTHEM cord set, 1.6 m.

Dark grey 403.266.43 $20

SUNNEBY cord set, 1.8 m, textile.

Black 904.201.29 $9.90
Dark yellow 704.201.73 $9.90
White 204.201.75 $9.90
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